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Introduction
Canada’s 2011 federal election was notable for, among other things, determined efforts by politicians to woo voters from so-called “ethnic” communities, a catchall phrase that encompasses citizens from immigrant, cultural,
linguistic, religious and racialized groups. The governing Conservative
Party of Canada (CPC) in particular upped the ante with an outreach strategy orchestrated by then-Immigration Minister Jason Kenney that included
courting ethnocultural news media. Before the election call and then during
the campaign itself, Prime Minister Stephen Harper and Kenney, dubbed
the minister for “curry in a hurry” by party insiders (Cheadle and Levitz,
2012a), circumvented the Ottawa press gallery by offering exclusive interviews and special briefings to journalists from news outlets serving ethnocultural groups (Meyer, 2010; Taber, 2011). The prime minister decreed
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ethnic news media “the new mainstream media” (Cheadle and Levitz,
2012b) while a Conservative party fundraising document pinpointed 10
“very ethnic” ridings across the country and outlined plans to “positively
brand [the] CPC in target communities” with a media advertising strategy
aimed at the South Asian, Mandarin and Cantonese communities in particular (“Breaking Through,” 2011).
The decision by Canada’s political class to embrace ethnocultural
media highlights the need to understand the role of these news organizations
in the political process. Limited research in this area has led scholars to
suggest it would be worthwhile “to investigate ethnic media’s ‘behaviour’
during election times to better understand the type of issues that get
covered, as well as how politicians and policies are addressed in the
ethnic media” (Ahadi and Murray, 2009: 605). More generally, Kymlicka
(2008) has identified the need for a better understanding of institutional
structures, including ethnocultural media, in ethnic and immigrant
communities.
This study attempts to address some of the gaps in the literature by examining news coverage of Canada’s 2011 federal election in five ethnocultural newspapers published in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). The
amount of election news the papers provided is investigated along with
factors that influenced the amount of coverage. The extent to which
ethnic news organizations offered a narrative that is distinct from that of
mainstream media is explored and evaluated in terms of Habermas’
notion of the public sphere (1989) as well as Fleras’ vision of ethnocultural
news media as institutions that “concurrently promote cultural preservation
and societal incorporation” (2011: 247). Finally, the CPC ran an aggressive
ethnic media strategy during the 2011 race and emerged from the election
with a majority government that included members of Parliament from all
five of the “very ethnic” ridings it targeted in the GTA. In light of that, this
study examined how the ethnocultural press covered the Tory campaign.

Literature Review
Why woo the ethnic media?. Over the past decade both the left-leaning
New Democratic Party (NDP) and, more recently, the right-of-centre
Conservatives have chipped away at immigrant and visible minority
voters’ traditional support for the centrist Liberal Party of Canada
(Gidengil et al., 2012; Harell, 2013). While there is a long history of
parties courting so-called “ethnic” voters (Champion, 2010), the issue frequently made headlines in the 2011 federal election because of the CPC’s
high-profile efforts to attract these voters in targeted urban ridings.
Demographics partly explain these efforts: a growing number of
ridings in and around major Canadian cities are home to concentrations
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coverage that was distinct in many ways from mainstream media. Content such as the focus on
ingroup candidates had the potential to strengthen community bonds while more general election
news equipped readers with information that would facilitate participation in society through
informed voting. Analysis of reporting about the Conservative Party of Canada, which pursued
an aggressive ethnic media strategy, identified no clear pattern of stories with explicitly biased
content. In most newspapers, however, the CPC did enjoy an advantage in that it received more
coverage than the competition.
Résumé. La classe politique du Canada tient compte avec de plus en plus de zèle des médias
ethnoculturels, soulignant la nécessité de comprendre le rôle que jouent ces organismes de
presse dans le processus politique. Cette étude examine la couverture de l’élection fédérale du
Canada de 2011 en examinant cinq journaux ethnoculturels de la région de Toronto. Ces journaux,
qui publiaient des nouvelles de la campagne à des degrés divers, ont présenté une couverture qui se
distinguait en plusieurs points des grands médias nationaux. Le contenu qui mettait l’accent sur les
candidats du groupe d’appartenance avait le potentiel de renforcer les liens avec leur communauté
ethnoculturelle alors que les nouvelles traitant de l’élection de manière plus générale avaient le
potentiel d’outiller les lecteurs en fournissant de l’information qui faciliterait leur participation à
la société canadienne, leur permettant ainsi de faire un vote plus éclairé. L’analyse des contenus
médiatiques sur le Parti conservateur du Canada, qui a mis en œuvre une stratégie agressive à
l’égard des médias ethniques, n’a pas permis de dégager de tendance nette où les nouvelles seraient
explicitement biaisées à la faveur de ces groupes. Cependant, dans la plupart de ces journaux, le
PCC a profité d’une couverture plus large que ses adversaires.

of potential supporters from single ethnocultural groups. The CPC’s interest
in electoral districts where one ethnic group accounted for more than 20 per
cent of the population made headlines after reporters obtained a party document that identified 10 ridings the Conservatives deemed “very ethnic” and
potentially winnable (“Breaking Through,” 2011). The list of ridings, which
subsequent reports suggested expanded to include as many as 30 electoral
districts (Payton, 2012), included five in the GTA: Eglinton-Lawrence and
York Centre, two ridings with significant concentrations of Jewish voters;
Richmond Hill, where 23.5 per cent of the population is of Chinese background; and the City of Brampton ridings of Brampton-Springdale and
neighbouring Bramalea-Gore-Malton, where South Asians account for
32.1 per cent and 39.6 per cent of the population respectively (Statistics
Canada, 2008). In Brampton overall, 17.5 per cent of residents list
Punjabi as their mother tongue, making it the city’s leading non-official language (City of Brampton, 2012).
Demographic reality in 2011 meshed nicely with the CPC’s growing
conviction that a platform of fiscal conservatism and tough-on-crime rhetoric would attract ethnic and immigrant voters (Bricker and Ibbitson, 2013;
Hyder, 2005). The party also armed itself with increasingly sophisticated
tools for identifying and tracking potential supporters, tools that helped
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the Conservatives draft policies catering to specific groups and even court
individual Jewish, Chinese and other voters by sending them best wishes on
their respective community holidays (Delacourt, 2013).
A media strategy crafted to reach ethnocultural communities was
another major ingredient in what would turn out to be a successful
Conservative campaign. Many voters lack the time and opportunity to participate directly in political events and therefore count on journalists to be
their eyes and ears (Soroka et al., 2009). Indeed, it is “free media coverage
that candidates rely on to energize, turn out, and provide information to the
undecided voter” (Herr, 2002: 906).
Residents in the GTA in search of such information can turn to an array
of news media produced by and for immigrants and linguistic, cultural and
racialized groups. The GTA, which includes the City of Toronto and two
dozen other municipalities in the immediate environs, is served by
myriad radio, television and online news outlets operating in dozens of languages. Suburban Brampton, just northwest of Toronto, for instance, has an
estimated 75 newspapers and more than 55 radio and television productions
(Bascaramurty, 2013) serving its 91,000 Punjabi-speaking residents (City
of Brampton, 2012). Region-wide, as many as ten daily newspapers catering to different ethnocultural communities are available at any given time
(Diversity Institute, 2010) along with more than 200 other free publications
that appear less frequently (DiversiPro, 2007).
While the circulation of individual ethnocultural newspapers is small
compared to the GTA’s mainstream English-language press, politicians
are nonetheless eager to appear in these publications because they have
committed audiences that can’t necessarily be reached through mainstream
media. Canada’s fast-growing Chinese and South Asian communities are
particularly dedicated consumers of ethnocultural media: 75 per cent of
Chinese and South Asian residents surveyed in Toronto, Montreal and
Vancouver said they turned to at least one ethnic newspaper, radio or television station for news in the previous week (Solutions Research Group, 2006).
Other research on Chinese immigrants in the Toronto and Vancouver areas
found that 52 per cent of respondents read Chinese-language newspapers
and magazines exclusively (Fairchild Television, 2007).
Theoretical frameworks. Readers turn to ethnocultural newspapers for a
variety of reasons. The newspapers offer narratives that counter negative
stereotypes in mainstream media (Husband, 2005). They help preserve language and culture in a way that builds a sense of community (Zhou and Cai,
2002), provide practical information for everyday living and help newcomers understand their adopted society while keeping them abreast of events in
their country of origin (Lindgren, 2011). Ethnocultural news outlets also
serve readers and viewers who struggle with English or, in many cases,
simply feel more comfortable consuming news reported in their mother
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tongue. Consequently, “when politicians attempt to reach these electorates
in their own cultural idioms, ethnic media become key vehicles” (Karim,
2002: 239).
Research on the role of ethnic media during elections, however,
remains limited. One US study concluded that local and network
Spanish-language television stations paid more attention to Latino issues
and interests during the 2004 elections but devoted substantially less time
to election-related news than English-language outlets overall. Both
English- and Spanish-language stations tended to focus more on campaign
strategy and horse-race stories than on issues (Hale et al., 2009).
In Canada, Yu and Ahadi (2010) compared political news coverage by
English-language and Korean-language newspapers during the 2008 federal
campaign. The authors found that the Korean papers increased their political coverage during the election period and also published campaign news
that differed from the English-language press: the economy, voter education
stories and minority issues were among the top issues covered by the
Korean publications while the English-language papers devoted more attention to the election outcome, economy-related stories and government
spending/budget issues. The Korean press displayed no overall bias
toward a political party and co-existed “with mainstream media while
being reasonably connected to and interculturally engaged with broader
society” (2010: 67).
Yu and Ahadi also found that the Korean papers paid special attention
to the lone candidate of Korean origin. The extent to which ingroup candidates (candidates from the community served by the newspaper) drive election news coverage, however, has not been explored in any depth. To the
extent that these candidates play a role in the amount of election reporting
by ethnocultural media, research on the sociology of news may offer some
insights as to what is going on. When journalists are pressed to identify the
characteristics of newsworthiness, for instance, their list typically includes
the potential for conflict or controversy in the story, the timeliness and usefulness of the news, the prominence of the individuals involved, proximity
of the issue or event to the audience, likely interest in the story and the potential impact of the news on readers or viewers (McKercher et al., 2011;
Zelizer, 2004).
Other theoretical frameworks that have been used to explore the news
covered by ethnocultural media can also be applied to the conversations that
take place during election campaigns. In its early incarnation, Habermas’
concept of the public sphere (1989) was a place where free and open
public discourse occurred in the news media and among individuals and
groups. The German sociologist’s approach came under fire, however,
for not recognizing that women, minorities and other groups are often excluded from mainstream civic debates (Fraser, 1993). Subsequent refinements included the idea of numerous “sphericules” that are home to
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“distinct civic discourses not often heard in hegemonic spaces like the mass
media” (Karim, 2002: 231). While Yu and Ahadi (2010) did find evidence
of a distinct conversation occurring in the Korean press, the extent to which
the reporting in the Korean-language newspapers is representative of ethnocultural papers in general merits further investigation.
Finally, election coverage can also be evaluated in terms of Fleras’
characterization of ethnocultural news organizations as both “pockets of insularity yet pathways to integration” (2011: 247). Invoking ideas about
social capital outlined in Robert Putman’s (2001) Bowling Alone, Fleras
argues that ethnic media supply a form of bridging capital between
groups by championing community interests in public debate and fostering
other types of dialogue with the host society. At the same time, he argues,
ethnic news organizations also strengthen ties among community members
by generating bonding capital in the form of stories that celebrate success,
foster cohesion and communicate information that is otherwise unavailable.
News coverage, bias and the Conservative party. Was the CPC’s ethnic
media strategy during the 2011 election worth the effort? Considerable
time and effort has been devoted to investigating mainstream media for evidence of biased reporting during election campaigns (D’Alessio and Allen,
2000). These examinations of partisanship, which has been defined as the
“systematic favouring of one party or ideology resulting from the intentional or unconscious biases of reporters, editors, or organizations” (Schiffer,
2006: 24), involve a variety of approaches that can be adapted to evaluate
election reporting in the ethnocultural press. D’Alessio and Allen (2000)
identified three ways that political bias can creep into news coverage that
are potentially applicable. The first, gatekeeping bias, occurs when
editors and reporters decide to cover stories about one party while ignoring
news about other parties. This type of bias is difficult to assess in that the
stories relegated to oblivion are, for the most part, unknowable. A second
more readily quantifiable form of partisan news reporting, coverage bias,
occurs when one party or candidate receives more media attention than
other candidates. The final category, statement bias, deals with actual
news content that is more or less favourable to one party or candidate:
stories with equal numbers of positive or negative statements or no
clearly biased statements, for instance, would be regarded as neutral.
Stories dominated by positive or negative statements about one side
would be considered overtly biased.
Photographs of politicians have also been investigated for bias because
of their power to shape perceptions. The decision, for instance, by Canadian
news organizations to use what is now an iconic Canadian Press wire
image of Conservative leader Robert Stanfield fumbling a football during
the 1974 campaign illustrated the “ability for just one wayward photo to
derail a politician’s career” (Marland, 2012: 225). On the other hand,
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images of a smiling leader surrounded by happy crowds of supporters contribute to name recognition and positive impressions that can boost support
for candidates (Kam and Zechmeister, 2013) and parties (Gassmaier and
Marewski, 2011).
Where bias has been identified, questions arise about whether it is intentional, whether it is the result of journalism routines, constraints and
norms, or whether it reflects factors on the ground such as a masterful campaign by one side. Schiffer (2006), for instance, points out that journalists’
routine reliance upon official sources means incumbents, who tend to have
more money, staff and experience in dealing with the media, have an advantage when it comes to using the news media to get their messages out. The
degree to which a candidate or party can consistently earn first mention in
stories, for instance, is a measure of campaign effectiveness in that it means
party strategists are choosing the topic and framing the discussion, leaving
the competition to react in later paragraphs. While reporter bias can’t be
ruled out, data on first mentions provide “valuable information about the
relative salience of parties and party leaders during the campaign; they
are indicative of the way in which the campaign is being framed, and
point to which party or leader is effectively driving coverage” (Andrew
et al., 2008: 80).
The potential for advertisers to influence the editorial content of forprofit news organizations (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2007; Schudson,
2011) may also help explain cases of biased news reporting. Most ethnic
news operations are small with limited resources and election advertising
purchases by political parties can represent a major revenue stream.
Research has shown over the years that news content is not immune from
advertiser pressure. Bagdikian (1983), for instance, argued that newspapers
did not provide coverage of early studies that linked smoking and cancer
because the tobacco companies were major advertisers. A more recent
example that points to the vulnerability of small newspapers in particular occurred during local elections in the New York City borough of Queens. In that
case, endorsements of candidates by two community newspapers were
linked to candidates’ purchases of advertisements in the newspapers and
consulting fees paid to the papers’ affiliated consulting firm (Malo, 2014).

Methodology
This study examined news about Canada’s 2011 federal election in five
ethnocultural newspapers published in the GTA with a view to answering
the following questions:
•

To what extent did the ethnocultural newspapers cover the election and
what factors influenced the amount of coverage?
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•

Was the coverage different from news coverage provided by mainstream news organizations?
Did the election news coverage support Fleras’ vision of ethnic media as
institutions that build bonds within communities while also providing
news that helps people integrate with society in general?
How did the ethnocultural press cover the Conservative Party of
Canada?

•
•

The content analysis was conducted on issues of the weekly Russian
Express, which is published every Friday in Russian, as well as four
daily newspapers: Korea Times Daily is a Korean-language newspaper,
Canadian Punjabi Post and Punjabi Daily are both published in Punjabi
while Ming Pao is published in a traditional unified written Chinese form
that is read by both Mandarin and Cantonese speakers. The newspapers
were selected because they publish in a language read by a substantial
number of people and because, compared to many ethnocultural publications, they have relatively large circulation numbers (Table 1).
For the dailies, coders examined the election coverage that appeared in
six issues published between March 25, 2011 (one day before the election
call), and May 4, 2011 (two days after the May 2 vote). Coders used constructed week sampling (Monday from the first week, Tuesday from the
second week, Wednesday from the third week and so forth) to ensure
that content from different days was examined and to avoid over-representation of any particular event. In the case of the weekly Russian Express, six
of the seven issues published between March 25, 2011, and May 6, 2011,
were coded.
Coders identified election-related advertisements appearing in each
newspaper issue as well as the party responsible for the ad and specific
ridings (if any) targeted in the advertisement. Election-related editorial
content (news and feature stories, columns, editorials, op-ed articles and
photographs) was then identified along with each item’s origin (whether
the item was produced by staff, wire services or came from an unidentified
source), the names of specific ridings referenced in each article or photograph and whether the news item focused on just one party.
For news articles, coders also identified the main topic; whether the
article dealt with strategy, poll results and other aspects of the horse race
or whether it focused on policies and issues; the first party or leader mentioned in the text; and the stance or tone of stories (neutral, positive or negative) based on the existence of critical or favourable statements in the text.
Stories that contained no critical or favourable statements regarding a political party were considered neutral as were stories that contained an equal
number of critical or favourable statements. Where a party garnered a majority of positive or negative references, it was coded as displaying a leaning
or bias vis-à-vis that party. A story with multiple comments critical of a

Newspaper

Publishing schedule

# of pages per
issue

Ownership

Daily circulation1

Canadian Punjabi
Post
The Punjabi Daily
Russian Express

Daily Monday to Saturday

12–20

Locally owned/operated

14,000 to 18,000

Daily Monday to Saturday
Weekly Friday publication

16
40–50

Locally owned/operated
Locally owned/operated

7,500
14,000

Korea Times Daily

Daily Monday to Saturday

22–30

15,000

Ming Pao

Seven days per week

80

Locally owned with contract to access
content from the U.S. and Korean
editions
Owned by a foreign-based
multinational

1
2

Circulation data supplied by newspapers
Statistics Canada. 2012.

51,000

GTA population by mother
tongue2
157,475 residents identiﬁed
Punjabi as their mother tongue
78,105 residents identiﬁed
Russian
51,395 residents identiﬁed Korean

427,685 residents identiﬁed a
Chinese language
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candidate accused of making a racist remark, for instance, would be coded
as negative for that party (anti-Liberal or anti-Conservative for example) if
critical statements outnumbered statements in defence of the candidate.
In the case of photographs, coders identified the individuals in photographs (party leader, party candidate and so forth). Photos containing
images of political leaders or candidates were also categorized as either
neutral/positive or negative. Negative images were those that were judged
to be unflattering or that showed a politician looking angry, speaking to a
mostly empty room, or in an awkward physical position. Neutral and
positive images were those that showed a politician as earnest, passionate,
confident, happy or smiling or among cheering supporters.
Four coders who spoke English as well as Korean, Punjabi, Russian or
Mandarin gathered the data. Resource constraints meant one rather than two
coders coded the editorial content of each newspaper. In light of this, the
issue of intercoder reliability was addressed by having all the coders practise and complete an intercoder reliability test using 2011 election content
from three English-language newspapers. The coders received about 20
hours of training using 40 election-related stories and photographs from
the Toronto Star, National Post and Globe and Mail newspapers. Once
random testing showed they were coding in a consistent manner, the
coders completed an intercoder reliability test consisting of election items
from the English-language papers. Intercoder reliability for each variable
was measured using Cohen’s Kappa, with the aid of PRAM (Program for
Reliability Assessment with Multiple Coders) software. Cohen’s Kappa is
a relatively conservative index that measures the extent to which coders
make identical coding decisions, and takes into account the agreement expected by chance. For more than two coders, values of between .400 and .75
may be taken to represent fair to good agreement beyond chance (Banerjee
et al., 1999; Fleiss, 1981; Landis and Koch, 1977). Intercoder reliability was
at or above 0.68 for all variables. Based on this result, coders’ decisions for
the respective ethnocultural newspapers were considered to be generally
consistent and accurate. Detailed results of the intercoder reliability test
are available in Appendix A.
Since language ability was not required to assess photo tone and because
making judgments about images is particularly subjective, two coders assessed
all the photographs of politicians and categorized them as either neutral/
positive or negative. The coders were trained using photographs from the
ethnic newspapers and then successfully completed an intercoder reliability
test involving a selection of photographs that were also drawn from the
sample publications. They achieved perfect (1.0) agreement where a photo
contained only one politician and agreement of .743 in cases where they
assessed the tone for politicians from multiple parties who appeared in the
same photograph (see Appendix A for details). After completing the test,
they shared responsibility for coding the rest of the photographs.
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Findings and Discussion
To what extent did the ethnocultural newspapers cover the election and
what factors influenced the amount of coverage? The five newspapers contained a total of 390 election-related items consisting of 179 text items (165
news/feature stories, one op ed piece by a candidate, eight columns and five
editorials) and 211 photographs. The balance between photos and stories
was roughly equal in three of the dailies (Table 2). Russian Express was
an outlier in that it carried twice as many articles as photographs. The
Punjabi Post also stood out, but for the opposite reason—in its case
photos outnumbered stories more than two to one. The Post’s layout
offers one possible explanation for this imbalance: the paper has an oldfashioned look and uses a lot of relatively tiny photographs. More
modern layouts use fewer images that are much larger. The paper’s small
newsroom staff may also help explain the preponderance of photos; in
these digital times, photographs are easy to obtain from people who
attend events and also from party websites, press releases and social
media (Marland, 2012). Finally, while a reporter covering an event may
only have time to produce a single story, the same reporter can shoot multiple photographs for publication.
There was no consistent pattern among the newspapers when it came to
horse-race versus issue-based stories. The Punjabi-language newspapers
produced content that was similar to mainstream election news coverage
in that stories about election strategy, poll results and other aspects of the
horse race appeared much more frequently than stories about issues. The
Daily’s coverage featured 44 stories focused on the horse race and 24
issues-related articles, while the Post ran 24 items about who was
winning and losing and just seven stories dealing with issues. The horserace focus in these papers reflects a well-documented industry-wide news
culture that values conflict, variety and a compelling storyline, in this
TABLE 2
Number of Election-related Stories and Photographs
Korea
Times
Daily
Total news items
published during
the study period
Total number of election
stories and photos
Election-related stories
Election-related photos

862

Ming Pao
3277

Punjabi
Daily

Punjabi
Post

377

529

Russian
Express
323

49 (5.7%)

94 (2.9%)

123 (32.6%)

105 (19.8%)

19 (5.9%)

23 (2.7%)
26 (3.0%)

44 (1.3%)
50 (1.5%)

68 (18.0%)
55 (14.6%)

31 (5.9%)
74 (14.0%)

13 (4.0%)
6 (1.9%)
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instance one that portrays candidates as strategists who are pursuing a
winning (or losing) campaign. By comparison, Iyengar and colleagues
have observed, “analysis of the candidates’ competing policy visions is
stale and repetitive. Unlike most aspects of the campaign, which are
stage-managed and predictable, the horse-race story often strays from the
script, thus providing additional daily news value” (2004: 159). Horserace news, they added, is also “widely available for the simple reason
that it attracts readers and viewers” (173).
That said, Ming Pao strayed from the norm by publishing more issueand-policy related stories (31) and just 13 horse-race stories. Future research
involving interviews with Ming Pao editors would be useful in terms of understanding why the paper deviated from the norm and whether this was a
deliberate strategy. The number of issue versus horse-race stories was relatively balanced in the remaining two papers; in Russian Express there were
seven stories dealing with issues, six about the horse race and in Korea Times
Daily, 10 stories on issues while 13 focused on the horse race.
In terms of the overall amount of election coverage, the Punjabi Daily
(123 stories and photos) and Canadian Punjabi Post (105 stories and
photos) offered the most election-related content according to a variety of
measures. Election news accounted for 32.6 per cent and 19.8 per cent, respectively, of all news items published over six issues. The Daily published
an average of 20.5 election news items per issue while the Post averaged
17.5 news items. Ming Pao also devoted significant attention to the campaign, publishing 94 election-related items or an average of 15.7 stories
and photographs per issue. This amounted to only 2.9 percent of total
news content, however, because of the high number of news items published by the paper each day (Table 2). Korea Times Daily (49 electionrelated items representing 5.7 per cent of total news content) published
an average of 8.2 election-related items per issue, while election coverage
in Russian Express (19 items representing 5.9 per cent of all news
content) was much more limited with about three election items per issue
(Table 2).
What explains this variation? The data offer some insights. The first is
that newsroom size did not appear to be a determining factor. Russian
Express, which published the least campaign coverage, is the smallest
operation with just four staff. Canadian Punjabi Post is slightly larger,
employing six local reporters and editors, yet it carried more than five
times the election news. Ming Pao, meanwhile, with more than two
dozen reporters, editors and photographers, also published fewer electionrelated items than its much smaller Punjabi-language counterparts.
Commitment to election coverage did seem to be influenced, however,
by the number of ingroup candidates drawn from a newspaper’s readership
community (Table 3). The most extensive election reporting was in the
Punjabi-language papers, which had at least 10 ingroup candidates to
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TABLE 3
References to Local Ridings in Ethnocultural Newspapers

Korea Times Daily
Ming Pao
Punjabi Daily
Punjabi Post
Russian Express

# of ingroup
candidates in
GTA1

# of items
referencing GTA
ridings with ingroup
candidates2

# of items that
make no riding
references

# of items that
reference other
ridings3

0
5
10
10
0

0
17
24
33
0

35
64
92
66
19

14
13
7
6
0

1

Siemiatycki, 2011b and author’s data
See Appendix 2 for detailed breakdown of ridings and ingroup candidates.
3
GTA ridings with no ingroup candidates and ridings outside the GTA.
2

cover in the GTA (Siemiatycki, 2011b; author’s data). Indeed, in two
ridings (Brampton-Springdale and Bramalea-Gore-Malton) the candidates
for all three major parties were of Punjabi origin. The Punjabi Daily’s coverage included 24 news items containing 31 references to GTA ridings
(some stories and photos referenced more than one local riding) where
one or more Punjabi candidates were in the running. The Punjabi Post published 33 items that contained 52 references to GTA ridings with ingroup
candidates. The focus on ridings with a candidate from the newspaper’s
target audience was also evident, though less pronounced, in election coverage by Ming Pao, which had five local GTA candidates of Chinese origin
(Siemiatycki, 2011b) to write about: it published 17 news items containing
17 references to GTA races involving Chinese candidates.
By comparison, Russian Express, which did not have a community
member running in the election, mentioned no specific GTA riding or
any other riding for that matter; all of its limited coverage dealt with the
national campaign. The Korea Times Daily, which also had no local candidates of Korean origin to write about, did publish 14 news items referencing
specific ridings but some of this coverage was devoted to three races
in other parts of Canada where candidates of Korean origin sought office.
In the GTA, its coverage included five news items that focused on the
contest in the riding of Willowdale, where about 8 per cent of
the riding’s population is of Korean origin (Statistics Canada, 2008). A
story headlined “Interview with 3 Candidates in Willowdale, the Most
Korean District” (2011: A1), makes plain the reasons the race was of interest to the newspaper’s readership. A detailed breakdown of references to
specific ridings and in group candidates can be found in Appendix B.
It is important to note that in all five newspapers, the majority of coverage actually focused on the race in general rather than on specific ridings
(Table 3). Coverage of local races involving ingroup candidates, however,
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clearly boosted the total amount of election reporting and may have encouraged coverage of the race in general since local candidates’ prospects are
often closely tied to the fate of the national leader and campaign.
Editors’ decisions to cover races involving ingroup candidates are consistent with journalists’ definitions of what is newsworthy. Conflict and
controversy are inherent in election campaigns and there was ample
drama in these local races, as Ming Pao suggested in a headline that said
“Battle fierce in Trinity-Spadina, Christine Innes fighting Olivia Chow”
(2011: A2). Coverage of ingroup candidates passed other tests of
newsworthiness in that it furnished useful, timely information to voters
about prominent individuals vying to represent them. Proximity as a factor
in determining editors’ story assignment decisions was particularly striking
in the case of the Punjabi-language newspapers: both publications are located
in the Brampton area, where South Asians made up about one-third of all
residents in the hotly-contested ridings of Brampton-Springdale and neighbouring Bramalea-Gore-Malton (Statistics Canada, 2008).
Finally, races in ridings with ingroup candidates are newsworthy
because the results have the potential to shape the extent to which voters
feel their interests are represented. The Punjabi-speaking NDP candidate
in Brampton-Springdale, for instance, told voters he would make immigration and seniors issues his top priority if elected (“Immigration and Senior
Citizen Issues,” 2011). More generally, a study of debates in Canada’s
House of Commons found that members of Parliament from visible minority groups are more likely than non-minority MPs from highly diverse
ridings to address ethnic-related issues (Bird, 2007).
Was the coverage different from news coverage provided by mainstream
news organizations? Election reporting in the ethnocultural newspapers
was unique in several respects. In the first instance, the papers provided
readers with news about ridings with ingroup candidates that was not
readily available elsewhere. Table 4 compares the number of news items
that mentioned ridings with ingroup candidates to the number of times
the same ridings were referenced in the Toronto Star, the Toronto-area’s
largest daily. The Star data, obtained by searching the riding names in
the Proquest Newsstand database, were collected for all 41 days between
March 25, 2011, and May 4, 2011.
The comparison shows that all of the ethnocultural newspapers except
Russian Express, which mentioned no electoral districts by name in any of
its reporting, provided more intensive coverage of races of interest to their
respective readerships. The riding of Brampton-Springdale, for instance,
was referenced in 13 news items over just six days in each Punjabi-language
newspaper (approximately 2.2 mentions per issue). During the 41 days of
Star coverage, it was mentioned in a total of 23 news articles (approximately 0.6 mentions per issue). Similarly, Ming Pao mentioned the riding of
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TABLE 4
Riding References: Toronto Star vs. Ethnocultural Newspapers
GTA ridings (with ingroup
candidates) mentioned in
ethnocultural newspapers

Ethnocultural newspaper:
# of news items with
riding reference1

Brampton-Springdale

13 (Punjabi Post)
13 (Punjabi Daily)
13 (Punjabi Post)
7 (Punjabi Daily)
6 (Punjabi Post)
7 (Punjabi Daily)
12 (Punjabi Post)
1 (Punjabi Daily)
8 (Punjabi Post)
3 (Punjabi Daily)
13 (Ming Pao)
4 (Ming Pao)
5 (Korea Times Daily)

Bramalea-Gore-Malton
Brampton West
Etobicoke North
Mississauga-Brampton South
Trinity-Spadina
Markham-Unionville
Willowdale3

Toronto Star: # of news
items with riding
reference2
23
8
18
5
5
17
3
2

1

Published on six sample days
Published from March 25-May 4, 2011 (41 days)
3
No ingroup candidate but the riding was of interest to Korea Times Daily readers because it is
home to a concentration Korean Canadians.
2

Trinity-Spadina in 13 news items over six issues while the Star mentioned
the same riding just 17 times during the entire March 25, 2011, to May 4,
2011, period.
The Star data may be somewhat understated because the Proquest
Newsstand search would not have identified riding-related photographs if
the riding name was not mentioned in the information cutline. Assuming
that the Star ran a photo with every story, however, it would still have
lagged behind the ethnocultural press. With the numbers doubled, for instance, the Star would still only have referenced Brampton-Springdale in
an average of 1.1 news items per issue.
The ethnocultural papers also created space for a distinct civic discourse in terms of the news they covered. Item topics were assigned to
text articles only. To confine the analysis to the actual campaign period,
Figure 1 shows the most common topics in stories published up to and including voting day on, May 2, 2011, and (in this case only) does not include
32 post-election stories that dealt mostly with winners and losers.
A comparison of the top issues reported on by mainstream and ethnocultural publications points to only a limited overlap in terms of topics
(Table 5). Data collected by McGill’s Institute for the Study of Canada
on topic key words in English-language news articles at the beginning
and end of the 2011 campaign identified the economy, foreign affairs,
taxes, and crime and justice as the most frequent themes (Soroka et al.,
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FIGURE 1
Top issues in ethnocultural newspapers with headline examples

2011). Coverage did overlap in that campaign news about taxes and the
related topic, the federal budget, emerged as prominent issues in the five
ethnocultural newspapers. Ming Pao, for instance, published stories with
headlines such as “Worried about Scaring Away Investment, Business
Appeals to Not Have Corporate Tax Cuts Taken Away,” (2011: A11)
while the Punjabi Daily’s budget-related coverage included a story with
the headline “I’ll Get the Books in Order in 60 Days: Ignatieff” (2011: 1).
Within the ethnocultural “sphericules” (Karim, 2002), however, issues
related to minority and coalition government, leadership, healthcare and
government integrity were considered the most newsworthy. The emphasis
on minority government and coalition issues is noteworthy in that attacking
the opposition parties on this issue (with particular emphasis on the spectre
of a separatist Bloc Québécois as part of a coalition) was an important part
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TABLE 5
Election Topics
English-Language Media1
Rank

Ethnocultural Media2

Week 1

Week 5

Election Campaign Period

1
2

Economy
Foreign Affairs/Defence

Foreign Affairs/Defence
Economy

3
4
5

Taxes
Crime/Justice
Education

Crime/Justice
Education
Employment/Labour

6

Employment

Taxes

Minority Government/Coalition
Immigration; Leadership;
Healthcare
Budget; Integrity
Taxes; Poll Stories
Voter Education; Local Candidates’
Debate;Election Turnout
Contempt of Parliament

1
2

Source: Soroka, Cutler, Stolle & Fournier, 2011.
Excludes election-result stories published after May 2.

of the Conservative campaign strategy (Wells, 2013b). The results suggest
journalists working for ethnic media may have more readily embraced the
Conservative messaging on this issue than their mainstream counterparts
from the Ottawa press gallery. Immigration and voter education stories—
topics clearly relevant to many immigrant readers—also received more
attention in the ethnocultural press than in mainstream news coverage.
While differences in coding methodologies may explain some variations in the two news agendas, the findings are consistent with Yu and
Ahadi’s (2010) earlier study of English- and Korean-language media
coverage of the 2008 election in Vancouver-area newspapers. In that
case, researchers also identified stories about voting rules as a key topic
and concluded overall that “there was a distinction between mainstream
and ethnic media in that ethnic media were sufficiently connected to
broader society to cover the election, but largely distinct in the overall communication system so as to focus on the agenda of their own interests
separate from that of English media” (60).
Did the election news coverage support Fleras’ vision of ethnic media as
institutions that foster bonds within communities while also providing
news that helps people integrate with society in general? The answer to
this question depends on which newspaper is being considered. All of the
publications focused at least two-thirds of election news on the overall
race rather than local contests (Table 3): 75 per cent or 92 of 123 election
stories and photos in the Punjabi Daily dealt with the national race with no
references to specific GTA or other ridings; general election coverage
accounted for 63 per cent of items (66 out of 105 items) in Canadian
Punjabi Post; 68 per cent of items (64 out of 94) in Ming Pao; and
71 per cent of election-related items (35 of 49) in Korea Times Daily. All
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the election-related content in Russian Express dealt with the national race
(Table 3). This suggests readers had access, albeit to varying degrees, to
general election information or “bridging capital” (Fleras, 2011: 246) that
would equip them to engage with broader society on a matter of national
importance. Information on everything from polling data and the parties’
various platform planks to the leadership debates and the potential for a coalition government received attention (Figure 1). This type of coverage supports integration in that informed citizens are “more likely to participate in
politics, more likely to have meaningful, stable attitudes on issues, better
able to link their interests with their attitudes, more likely to choose candidates who are consistent with their own attitudes, and more likely to support
democratic norms” (Delli Carpini, 2000: 157).
At the same time, coverage of ingroup candidates by the Punjabi-language newspapers and Ming Pao provided a form of “bonding capital”
(Fleras, 2011: 246), potentially contributing to the formation of community
ties by highlighting ingroup candidates’ achievements and election involvement and telling stories otherwise unavailable to readers. In this sense, the
newspapers were, in Fleras’ words, “supplying information of relevance
and immediacy to the intended demographic” (245).
How did the ethnic press cover the Conservative Party of Canada? The
editor of the Brampton, Ontario-based South Asian Focus newspaper observed during a post-election forum on elections and the ethnic vote that
reaching out to ethnocultural news media was a key element of the
Conservative campaign strategy. The party, Sunil Rao said, “had a
system in place, they had the grassroots networks to be able to connect to
small papers like ours … we were kept in the loop” (“Elections,” 2011).
Was this media strategy effective in terms of generating favourable coverage for the governing Conservatives?
If statement bias is the only measure of media partisanship considered,
the CPC’s charm offensive produced only limited results. Stories dominated
by positive or negative statements about one party were relatively rare, with
all nine news articles that revealed a clear bias appearing in the Punjabilanguage newspapers. No single party emerged as a clear favourite in the
Punjabi Post, which published one column where the majority of statements favoured the NDP and a second editorial that favoured the
Conservatives.
The Punjabi Daily published the other seven articles that displayed
partisan leanings, including five that suggested a pro-Liberal, antiConservative stance. One of the two pro-Liberal items was a story that lavishly praised the party’s candidate in the riding of Bramalea-Gore-Malton,
noting that incumbent Gurbax Malhi (who was defeated) is “so smart and
has such a pure heart that no one could prevent this diamond from
shining” (“Government of Heart,” 2011: 16). The three articles critical of
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the Conservatives included an op-ed piece by a Liberal candidate that urged
Prime Minister Harper to “stop going back on your statements and step
down from your high pedestal” (“An Open Offer,” 2011: 9). In another
case, an editorial chastised Harper for not attending Sikh parades in
Surrey, BC, and Toronto, a decision that the newspaper editorialist observed “displays a negative picture about him” (“He Made Several
Trips,” 2011: 4). It is important to note that while there were five articles
indicating a bias against the governing party, 90 per cent of the paper’s
68 election-related stories were neutral in tone.
The absence of extensive statement bias in the ethnocultural newspapers overall is not so surprising, given that fact-based news and feature
stories accounted for almost all news articles – all the papers combined published a total of only 14 op-ed items, columns and editorials. Researchers
who have coded for tone in campaign coverage by the mainstream news
media have observed that editorials and op-ed pieces, which by definition
are expressions of opinion, are much more likely than straightforward
news accounts to convey positive or negative sentiments (Soroka et al.,
2009). The focus on news and feature stories that are generally neutral in
tone as opposed to opinion pieces characterized by a distinctive viewpoint
was consistent with what Yu and Ahadi (2010) found in their study of election coverage by Vancouver’s Korean press.
The data on coverage bias, however, tell a somewhat different story in
terms of how the Conservatives fared on the pages of the ethnocultural
newspapers. Analysis of the amount of coverage accorded the parties in
most cases found the CPC tended to garner the most attention. This
would have been problematic if the coverage had been negative but, as
the earlier data on statement bias indicates, the vast majority of reporting
was neutral in tone. Under such circumstances, getting the message out
through the media more effectively and extensively than the competition
was a definite advantage because, as Nadeau and colleagues have argued,
“political parties and leaders have a powerful incentive to inform voters
about their positions on the issues of the day” (2008: 229). The powerful
incentive, they go on to show, is that campaign messages have the potential
to change vote intentions, particularly among citizens who start out as moderately informed.
Coverage bias was evident in that the CPC tended to be the most frequent subject of news items featuring a single party in all of the newspapers.
This tendency, which clearly constitutes an advantage in that the news items
contained no competing messages to sway voters, was particularly evident
in text articles in all publications (Table 6). It was also clearly the case for
photographs in three of the newspapers. The number of photos featuring
just one party was more balanced in Ming Pao while the Punjabi Daily
treated the Liberals and Conservatives (but not the NDP) relatively evenhandedly.
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TABLE 6
Election Stories and Photos that Reference Only One Party
Korea Times
Daily

Ming
Pao

Punjabi
Daily

Stories that reference only one political party and percentage by party
# of stories that reference
3
9
17
only one party
Conservative
100%
67%
76%
Liberal
0%
11%
24%
NDP
0%
22%
0%
Other
0%
0%
0%
Photos that reference only one political party and percentage by party
# of photos that reference
16
39
45
only one party
Conservative
38%
31%
38%
Liberal
25%
28%
40%
NDP
19%
36%
16%
Other
19%
5%
7%

Punjabi
Post

Russian
Express

11

2

45%
36%
18%
0%

100%
0%
0%
0%

44

5

45%
34%
16%
5%

80%
20%
0%
0%

Conservatives (candidates or the party leader) also appeared more
frequently than politicians from other parties in photographs published by
the Punjabi Post, Korea Times Daily and Russian Express (Figure 2).
Liberals were featured most frequently in the Punjabi Daily, while Ming
Pao’s coverage, once again, tended to be more balanced. While images
can send negative messages about politicians and potentially influence
voters (Barrett and Barrington, 2005), the data show this was not something
the Conservatives had to worry about: 96.8 per cent of all photos of
Conservative politicians captured in the data set were neutral or positive
(as were 94.3 per cent of Liberal images and 100 per cent of photos of
New Democrats). In the absence of unflattering, negative images, the
extent to which Conservatives dominated photographic content in the individual newspapers was a “win” for the party because, as Marland suggests,
there is considerable evidence that “a positive nonverbal image is related to
leaders’ popularity and power” (2012: 218). More such images, therefore,
are more of a good thing.
Finally, in all five newspapers, the Conservatives consistently garnered
the most first mentions in stories although this was another case where the
tendency was least pronounced in Ming Pao (Figure 3). It is important to
note that the Conservatives also dominated first mentions in campaign coverage by English- and French-language newspapers (Soroka et al., 2011),
which suggests the party enjoyed considerable success across the entire
media spectrum when it came to setting the campaign agenda. Being mentioned first in stories was also likely a benefit of incumbency and consistent
with what researchers have recognized as “an underlying equilibrium
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FIGURE 2
Photo appearances of individuals by political party

between the amount of coverage a party receives and its political support”
(Jenkins, 1999: 429).
The journalism practices of the ethnocultural newspapers offer some
possible explanations for the edge Conservatives enjoyed in terms of first
mentions and the amount and type of coverage the party received.
To varying degrees, for instance, the papers published stories and photographs of unknown origin. Ming Pao carried the smallest proportion of
news items (11 per cent of stories and 34 per cent of photos) that provided
no indication as to their source. At the other end of the spectrum, no information was provided on the origin of any of the 19 election items published
by Russian Express or for any of the photographs that appeared in the two
Punjabi-language newspapers. Additionally, coders were unable to determine the origins of 29 per cent of news articles in the Punjabi Post and
41 per cent of articles in Punjabi Daily. In Korea Times Daily, almost all
photographs (24 of the 26 photos) and about two-thirds or 16 of the 23
news articles were of unknown provenance.
Small news operations with only limited resources and training in journalism standards may not recognize the extent to which providing information on the origin of photographs and other content helps avoid perceptions
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FIGURE 3
Which party, party candidate or leader was mentioned first in election
stories?

of bias. Failure to identify the source of news items prompts speculation that
the papers “borrowed” material from mainstream news organizations,
thereby importing their tendency to mention the Conservatives first in
stories (Soroka et al, 2011). Lack of information on item origin also
raises questions about the extent to which the papers used materials supplied by political handlers seeking to control their candidates’ image by
making flattering content easily accessible to the media. Marland noted,
for instance, that the Conservative party offered an extensive photo
gallery of positive Harper images to media outlets through social media
and the party website during the 2011 election. “The Harper team,” he
noted, “targets its preferred elector segments by narrowcasting to small
news operations run by two to three people, particularly ethnic media,
and via the Internet” (2012: 221).
Faced with major time and financial constraints, smaller news organizations in particular welcome the free content. “[We have] virtually no
budget for content. Since we have very little money for photographs, we
do make use [of] any content made available at no cost even if it comes
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from official sources, raising questions about objectivity,” one editor of a
small news outlet has acknowledged (Marland, 2012: 226). To the extent
that the Conservatives put in place the most effective machinery for distributing materials to news organizations, they may have succeeded in getting
more uncritical, extensive coverage of their candidates and the leader. This
must be considered a possibility in the absence of source information for so
many of the news items that appeared in the ethnocultural publications.
The business models of newspapers—in particular, their reliance
upon advertising revenue—also pose a potential threat to fair, unbiased
news coverage if the firewall between the advertising and news departments
is breached. All but one of the 41 advertisements by political parties
appeared in the two Punjabi-language newspapers and they focused most
frequently on the ridings of Bramalea-Gore-Malton and BramptonSpringdale, the ridings where all three leading parties ran candidates of
Punjabi background.
The parties placed roughly the same number of ads in the Punjabi
Daily (six Conservative ads, four Liberal ads, and five NDP ads), which
the data analysis shows was not quite as firmly in the Conservative camp
as the Punjabi Post. The Post, on the other hand, published more
Conservative advertisements (13) than the Liberals (eight) and the NDP
(four) combined. Did advertising dollars influence the Post’s news reporting? While the newspaper did publish one editorial supporting the
Conservatives, there was no overwhelming evidence of statement bias in
its news stories. The CPC did, however, fare much better than its competitors according to other partisanship indicators: Conservative party representatives appeared more often in photographs than their counterparts
from other parties; the paper published more stories and photos featuring
just Conservative party sources; and the Conservatives dominated first
mentions in stories.
Punjabi Post editor Jagdish Grewal was unapologetic about the potential for advertisers to influence his newspaper’s content: “[Advertising]
is where we get the revenue from and we cannot go against the people
who are giving us the revenue. We are not at that point yet,” he told a
reporter (Bascaramurty, 2013). It’s important to note, however, that the
Conservatives also enjoyed more favourable coverage in Russian Express
and Korea Times Daily and neither of these newspapers carried any party
advertisements at all.
The CPC advantage in the Korean, Russian and Punjabi newspapers
most likely resulted from a combination of factors. The Conservatives
likely benefited in terms of coverage because they were the governing
party and because they generally polled ahead of the other parties.
Journalistic bias may have played a role. The fact that the Conservative
party was a major advertiser in the Punjabi Post may have resulted in
more party coverage. Finally, the impact of a highly effective
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Conservative campaign, a campaign that among other things made the party
leader, candidates and prepackaged digital images and stories more accessible to journalists from small ethnic news organizations with limited resources and training, cannot be ruled out as a factor that contributed to
more extensive coverage of the Conservatives in the three papers.
Ming Pao’s somewhat more balanced election coverage deserves
special mention in that it suggests more even-handed reporting practices
are possible within the ethnic media sector. While the newspaper did cite
the Conservatives most frequently when it came to first mentions in
stories, the tendency was somewhat less pronounced than in the other
publications. The Chinese-language newspaper also stood out because it
provided relatively equal coverage of all three leading political parties
in terms of photographs that featured only a single party or candidate and
in terms of the number of times politicians from each party appeared in
photos. Ming Pao is, however, a considerably larger news operation than
its four counterparts and this may translate into more professional reporting
standards, including journalists’ awareness and commitment to fairness and
transparency in election coverage.

Conclusion
Events since the 2011 federal election suggest that the CPC is not alone in
recognizing the importance of ethnocultural news outlets for communicating with key groups of voters. Taking a page from the federal party’s playbook, the governing Liberals in British Columbia developed an ethnic
outreach strategy going into the spring 2013 provincial election, one that
devoted significant attention to ethnocultural news media. “We need to
redefine our approach to ethnic media from being an ‘add-on’ to being
viewed as part of the mainstream media,” the authors of the strategy
observed in a document obtained by news media (Dyble, 2013: 44). They
went on to argue for a more prompt response to calls from journalists
working for ethnic media, the hiring of more people who speak key
languages and the establishment of a “stable of supporters willing
to write letters to the editor or call in to open-line shows to aid in both
supporting our proactive efforts in non-English media and responding to
attacks” (44).
The federal Conservative party, meanwhile, continues to reach out to
voters through ethnic media between campaigns. In late 2013, the party
went to air with a hard-hitting Punjabi-language advertisement attacking
Liberal leader Justin Trudeau’s call for more relaxed marijuana laws.
The ad prompted one Vancouver supporter of Trudeau’s proposal to
tweet that there is a “big & growing immigrant community from strict
anti-drug-use countries, so Harper Cons targeting them” (Wells, 2013a).
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Journalists from ethnocultural news outlets welcome the attention they
are attracting in political circles. They note that governments regularly
monitor mainstream English- and French-language news reporting and
suggest that recent efforts to track ethnic media content and court journalists
from ethnic news organizations make voters in those communities feel part
of the political process (Meyer, 2010). The cumulative effect, they argue, is
a long overdue acknowledgement that ethnic voices, views and issues
matter (Cheadle and Levitz, 2012b).
While exploring the impact of election coverage on civic engagement
was outside the parameters of this study, the research addresses the issue
indirectly in that access to information is an important starting point for
meaningful engagement. In that context, the findings offer a number of insights. First, they are a cautionary tale about making general claims respecting election coverage in ethnic newspapers. Some newspapers offer their
readers a range of election news. Others offer them little.
Among the publications that make an effort to carry campaign coverage, the majority of the reporting is about the race in general, dealing with
topics ranging from party promises to the latest poll results. In making such
news available, the ethnocultural newspapers provide essential bridging
capital for readers who want to participate in a major national political
event. The papers also have the potential to strengthen bonds among community members by providing information on issues of interest and covering ingroup candidates who are important for what they represent to their
communities: a reduced sense of marginalization, an increased sense of belonging and assurances that those who govern will hear from a range of
voices (Siemiatycki, 2011a). The analysis suggests that ingroup candidates
also drive election coverage because the tenets of newsworthiness dictate
that editors and reporters will devote more attention to a story involving
a candidate readers care about who is running in a riding where readers live.
Concerns arise, obviously, when no candidate from within seeks office
and election coverage in general is scant. Interviews with reporters and
editors about political reporting during and between elections would be
helpful as a next step in understanding the news values that come into play
and the barriers to expanded coverage at newspapers such as Russian
Express and other publications that pay little attention to Canadian politics.
A comparison of news articles published in ethnocultural newspapers and
political party press releases would also be a useful way to gauge the
extent to which materials are being published verbatim rather than used as
the starting point for additional reporting and analysis by journalists.
Finally, the data assembled provide, among other things, a snapshot of
news coverage of the 2011 Conservative campaign in ethnocultural newspapers. On their own, however, the results cannot be used to link that coverage with the outcome of the election. The fact of the matter is there is
considerable debate about the extent to which ethnic voters actually
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helped the Conservatives emerge victorious from the political fray. Skeptics
point to a late campaign surge of support for the NDP as the biggest contributing factor to Conservative success (Ivison, 2011) nationally and in
the GTA where they finished with 32 of 47 ridings (18 more than they
had going into the campaign). Canada’s then-immigration minister,
however, declared his party’s outreach campaign a stunning success:
“Polls indicate that we won at least 42 per cent of the votes of immigrants
to Canada—higher than our support within the general population [and]
giving us a 20 per cent lead over the Liberals among new Canadians,”
a jubilant Jason Kenney told the party faithful (Chase, 2011).
While immigrants accounted for more than 40 per cent of the population
in 17 of the 32 GTA ridings won by the Conservatives (Statistics Canada,
2008), data on voting patterns among the foreign-born population mask
important divisions. Harell’s (2013) analysis of the 2004, 2006 and 2008
elections found that Conservative supporters in Ontario were older,
European-origin immigrants who have been in Canada for longer. The
Liberals, by comparison, continued to draw significant support from more
recent arrivals who are more likely to be members of visible minority groups.
Similarly, Conservative supporters in 2011 tended to be more
comfortably suburban, affluent and middle-class immigrants who have been
in Canada for more than 10 years (Funke, 2011; Todd, 2011). People
who arrived during the previous decade, by comparison, were more likely
to back the NDP (among more recent immigrants, the party received 41 per
cent of votes) rather than the Conservatives (28 per cent) or Liberals (21 per
cent). The NDP actually attracted the most support among visible minorities,
drawing 38 per cent of their votes, followed by the Conservatives with
31 per cent and the Liberals with 23 per cent (Funke, 2011; Todd, 2011).
What this study does show is that, while there was no overwhelming
pattern of stories and photos with content skewed explicitly in favour of
the Conservatives, other forms of bias were evident in Russian Express,
Punjabi Post, Korea Times Daily and, to a lesser extent, in the Punjabi
Daily and Ming Pao. For the most part, the party benefited from having
more of its politicians featured in photographs, being the sole focus of
more stories and photos than its competitors, and receiving more first mentions in news coverage. Did the CPC’s strategy targeting ethnocultural news
media pay off? The results of this study suggest it certainly didn’t hurt.
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